Metallic Embossing
Powders and PanPastels
product KNOWLEDGE GUIDE
The beauty of working with metallic colors is that they create a fun reflective look and
give the illusion of using real metals on your projects. The FSJ metallic embossing powders
and PanPastels are so much fun to work with and compliment our other great products.
Below you can see the results of our metallic embossing powders and PanPastels.
Metallic embossing powders
Metallic embossing powders create a beautiful and luxurious finish to your stamped images. The raised
and shiny finish gives the appearance of crafting with fine metals.
Just like our other embossing powders, you can easily apply powder to any image stamped with our
Clear Pigment ink. Simply set it with a heat gun and watch as it takes on the raised effect and look of
rich metal.
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Metallic PanPastels
We love our partnership with PanPastel because of the products beauty, quality and ease of use. The
metallic PanPastels are a wonderful pairing to our many other coloring elements.
These metallic colors work exactly like other PanPastels. They offer a rich luxurious color variance
and when mixed with other metallics create amazing combinations. Add dimension to our True Color
Fusion inks and other PanPastel, paints and more by adding a coating of metallic PanPastel to create a
beautiful metallic glean shimmer and blend wonderfully with other PanPastel options.
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Special Note
We love that our selection of PanPastels pairs with our FSJ color palette so beautifully. We want to
bring to your attention that the PanPastel names printed on the back label of each pan is NOT the
color name assigned for our FSJ color palette. This is the name assigned to the color by the PanPastel
company. Please see below for the FSJ PanPastel color name.
examples

The FSJ Rose Gold
PanPastel is labeled
as Copper.

The FSJ Copper
PanPastel is labeled
as Bronze.
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